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In the words of Russell Casse - I’m Baaaack!
And no, I was not abducted by aliens; I was
coerced by a high-ranking official, though. Due
to the timing of National and Chapter elections
we needed to find a President quickly, as Tim
Beechuk is now our Regional VP (a position on

PRESIDENT‘S UPDATE
by George Saylor

the National Board). As many can attest, things
do not always go according to plan, and, our
members can become very busy in a hurry. So we
find ourselves re-establishing Buckeye Chapter
leadership positions. We have time, so changes
may/will occur over the next several months.
Meanwhile, the Buckeye board has been
busy thinking of ways to entertain you. In
addition to Street Survival and HPDE schools, we
are trying to develop social activities of interest

DRIVERS OF ALL SKILL LEVELS INVITED!

Join us for a very special driving event

Bridgestone Potenza
BMW CCA Buckeye Chapter
HPDE at Mid-Ohio
August 21-23, 2015

Registration is open now!
Go to buckeyebmwcca.org and click on Drivers’ Schools,
then just select the school to sign up on motorsportreg.com
The terrific Saturday Night Dinner is now included!
Check-in is Friday, August 21 at our headquarters motel,
Quality Inn and Suites, 419-886-7000

to our members, with the intention of providing
a return on investment to the Buckeye Chapter.
If you have any ideas, please reach out to your
Area Governor or Vice-Governor.
As I stated, I’ve been President of the
Buckeye Chapter previously (2008 – 2010). I
have also been the Columbus Area Governor a
few times, and tasked with writing the Columbus
Area column for this publication. Well, things
are changing, for the good. For the first time in
probably 15 years I will no longer author the
Columbus column (please hold your applause).
Mark Borror, a new Columbus Area member, has
agreed to be the Area Governor and also write the
column. When Mark queried me as to what to
write I was fairly straightforward – talk about the
Area meetings and then take off on whatever you
want. Too bad he doesn’t have an old 6-Series.
Our primary means of communication,
other than the newsletter and e-mail blasts, is
our Chapter web site: www.buckeyebmwcca.org.
There is a section for photos, and we can add
stories, and much more, if we have contributions
from our general membership. I will endeavor
to have Board Meeting minutes posted on the
Chapter web site so you can see what we do and
what topics are consuming our attention and time.
I am pleased to serve as President once again
and look forward to helping to guide the Chapter
through the next few years. ■

Upcoming National Events
June 26-27 Concours at the Biltmore
Biltmore Estate, Asheville, NC
•
July 16-19 Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix
Schenley Park, Pittsburgh, PA
•
August 14 Legends of the Autobahn,
Nicklaus Club Monterey, Monterey, CA
•
September 21-27 BMW CCA Oktoberfest
Stockton Seaview Hotel & Golf Club,
Absecon, NJ
•
October 16 BMW CCA Foundation Open
House, Spartanburg, SC
•
October 17 European Auto Festival
Spartanburg, SC

Got any threes?

Go fish.

T

wheels are pointing, an accelerometer which
here is no denying the trend towards driverless
determines if your vehicle is sliding, and the ABS
vehicles. Auto manufacturers, as well as software
to monitor speed of each wheel.
companies like Google and Apple, are targeting
If you turn the steering wheel too abruptly,
2020 for general release. We have become used
the
car
will want to keep going straight (underto the dashboard and electronics that incorporate
steer). Your abrupt input has caused the tires to
driving controls such as Anti-Lock Braking and
lose grip (exceed their slip angle). ESC calculates
Stability and Traction Controls. How these controls
by Scott Scharadin
your intended path based on the steering input
work and how they are used is integral to our safety
and the direction of the car’s rotation (yaw) and sends a signal to
as well as where these technologies are taking us.
apply braking to the individual wheel to reduce the slide and rotate
Automated controls are not new. Systems like anti-lock
the car in the desired direction. In an understeering condition (front
brakes (ABS), stability and traction controls have been evolving for
end breaks loose) braking is applied to the inner rear wheel. In an
decades. Ford introduced the “Sure-Track” anti-skid system for the
oversteering situation (rear end breaks loose), ESC applies braking
Thunderbird and Continental Mark III in 1969. Mercedes offered
to the outside front wheel. Some systems also reduce engine power
a second generation electronically-controlled four-wheel anti-skid
by sending a signal to the throttle actuator. Drive smoothly and ESC
system in 1978. ABS is mandated today as standard equipment
will rarely, if ever, be activated. In an evasive maneuver, however,
on all new passenger vehicles. All you have to know about ABS is
ESC can be your friend. ESC still cannot save you if you are going
when your brake pedal “shudders” keep your foot depressed and
too fast.
let the computer figure out how to stop.
Traction control (TCS) works in a manner similar to ESC.
ABS led to the development of electronic stability controls
Traction control is designed to help you go. Different systems can
(ESC). Stability controls were first introduced by Mercedes in the
integrate braking and throttle functions. Traction control is activated
mid-1990s. Since 2002, BMW owners recognize this feature as DSC
when one wheel spins while the other remains stationary. In other
or Dynamic Stability Control. Other automakers use different names
words, the tires are unable to gain traction. Sometimes, in snow or
for similar technologies, such as ESP, StabiliTrak, VSC, DSTC and
icy conditions, turning traction controls off may enable you to ease
so on. ESC was offered in 85 percent of all 2010 vehicles and was
out of where you are stuck.
made mandatory in the US in 2012.
Traction controls can help a driver corner more safely. The
ESC helps you avoid a slide or spin by maintaining vehicle
purpose
of TCS is to limit wheel spin during acceleration by applying
control in turns. ESC cannot improve a vehicle’s cornering performance.
brakes to the drive wheel when slip is detected. When too much
ESC includes a yaw (rotation) sensor to monitor where your car is
throttle is applied during cornering, the drive wheel loses traction
pointing, a steering angle sensor to determine where your front
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and slides sideways. In vehicles with limited-slip differential, or all
GPS, data from onboard speed, steering and brake sensors, which
wheel drive, TCS will still kick in if wheel speed differences are
are all combined to create an electronic model of the car and its
detected. If the drive wheel is slipping, traction control uses the
environment. In any given millisecond, the autonomous car not
ABS sensors to reduce wheel spin by applying brakes to the
only “knows” the difference between other cars, pedestrians,
slipping wheel, and in some systems will reduce engine power.
bicyclists and motorcyclists, but also “knows” how to respond,
When the limit of adhesion is reached, front wheel drive
based on the programmed patterns of behavior for each group.
vehicles typically understeer, while rear drive vehicles typically
“The automated accident avoidance technology is imperative for
oversteer. TCS is designed to prevent either condition from
the development of self-driving cars, which will be able to
occurring. Traction control cannot increase the limits of grip
automatically steer and brake to avoid collision with any object in
available and is used only to decrease the effect of driver error, or
any situation,” says Anders Almevad, project manager for Volvo’s
to compensate for a driver’s inability to react to wheel slip. If the
Non-Hit Car Project. “Our primary objective is to focus on different
types of accident scenarios.”
TCS yellow dash light is flashing around a corner, you are at the
So where are autonomous cars today? The Mercedes S500
limit of adhesion. Ease out of the gas pedal until the light goes out
Intelligent Drive recently completed the world’s first 60-mile
then ease back on the gas! In all conditions, progressive
autonomous road trip. Volvo says its centralized
on and off use of the throttle as opposed to abrupt
Sensor Fusion framework can respond to virtually
changes will save fuel and all but stop the TCS
“The
biggest
any emergency and reduce accident risk. Last
light’s flashing. A flashing yellow light is bad!
These technological advancements offer
problem was certain October a 560HP AWD “driverless” Audi RS7
positive contributions to safer driving.
lapped the F1 Hockenheim circuit faster than
hateful gestures from
Newer cars are more capable in terms of
a human racer. Audi’s “Bobby” determined
other drivers, as the
handling and braking, and more powerful
the optimal line and reached speeds of 150
with added horsepower. In modern cars,
autonomous car would MPH! This April, a Delphi Corp-fitted Audi
you are more isolated from the road with
Q5 completed a 15-state 3400-mile road trip
not exceed the
quiet cabins and sophisticated entertainment
from San Francisco to New York. The Q5 was
speed limit.”
centers. Since the mid-2000s, your car may
in autonomous mode 99% of the trip. The car
be equipped with electronic steering and brake
was reported as “cautious” in a construction
controls, further isolating you from sensing what is
zone and when driving next to tractor trailers. It
happening with the tires. Whatever your views, automated
easily navigated bridges, traffic circles and open highways,
driver-aids have become necessary.
even in the rain. The biggest problem was certain hateful gestures
Driving instruction used to incorporate the practice of
from other drivers, as the autonomous car would not exceed the
anticipating trouble, and always having an escape plan in case
speed limit.
So it would seem the age of the enthusiast may be waning,
of emergency. Future cars and trucks will do the same thing, only
and will likely be replaced with virtual reality. 2020 is approaching
faster and evidently better than human drivers. We are seeing some
fast, so enjoy your reality time on the track while you can. For the
of the new technologies in rear-view cameras, blind-spot warnings,
young drivers, we should continue to support programs such as
lane change warnings and parking assist.
Autonomous cars have already proven to reach beyond the
Honda Teen Driving and Street Survival and help insure those still
driver’s field of vision to anticipate potential collisions before they
choosing to drive to remain safe. Learning to fill out the multiple
occur. These systems can gather information from onboard
choice driving exams may be all and, in fact, more than most
cameras, Radar, Lidar (Laser Illuminated Detection And Ranging),
will need. ■

by Erik Shifflett

THE RETURN OF CROCKPOT!!!
(Editor’s note: A rainy, 90+ degree summer
trip to Barber Motorsport Park in a non-airconditioned, steamed-up race car caused Erik
to comment he felt like he was in a crock pot.
The name, like his clothes, stuck.)

It’s about 4:30 am on Friday morning when

the alarm rings and I rise out of bed to hit the
shower and get ready for the trip down to
Bowling Green, Kentucky, for the Bluegrass
Bimmers Spring Driving School at the National
Corvette Museum (NCM) track. I last drove it in
the fall of 2014, and have been wanting to get back
to challenge the track again.
As some of you know, most of my track
adventures involve two of my best friends: my
father, Rob, and my trusted but sometimes cantankerous
E30, known as Betty. We have added a new-to-us Chevy
1500 as a support vehicle this year, and this was our first
time out with this set-up. Dad and I both agreed, after the
drive down, that this thing needs shocks; we felt like we
were more in command of a boat than a truck sometimes...
perhaps we should have brought a boat... more on that later.
5:30 am - The Chevy pulls in the driveway - wait, I
thought I was going to his house?? It’s still early, brain’s not
quite ready for this, but here we go. Now please keep in
mind this is a 3+ hour trip from Cincinnati. Betty now has
fixed back racing seats, roll bar, no back seat, and NO A/C.
Fun on the track, OK on short drives around town, but a
long trip? You have to talk yourself into those.
6:25 am – Stop off at Mineola Pike exit off of 275 to
meet my buddy Jay Chamberlain, to pick up front brake
rotors for my other buddy Bill Wade’s track car. I found out
about this chore around 6pm yesterday. It’s kind of what you
do. We all, at one point in time or another, find ourselves
needing a spare brake rotor, brake pads, tires, wheel bearing,
tools, etc., when you go to the track. Amazingly enough,
most of the time somebody has what you need. So when you
have the time to help, you do it, because you never know
when you will be on the other end of the phone. P.S. Driver
change, I’m in the truck for the rest of way.
9:45 (8:45 BG Time) – Arrival. The noise and smells
around the racetrack are welcome; can’t help but roll with
windows down when I arrive, just to get the blood pumping
and the adrenaline flowing. It’s like the track is saying
“Welcome Back”. This is going to rock!
10:00 am – 4pm – Multiple awesome track sessions
for my father and me through the day. NCM is full of turns,

so I lose track of the numbers sometimes
and just refer to long sections of the track,
as many of the turns flow together, and
it’s easier to remember. NCM is a long
track, compared to others I have driven,
and with five distinct sections it is
challenging, and keeps your interest
for the full 30-minute sessions.
4:30pm - I am lucky enough to have James Clay,
founder of Bimmerworld, ride along for about five
laps, give me some feedback on my driving, and we
then switch seats and have him take Betty for a spin.
This is so awesome, I tell myself, as James tries to
squeeze another few seconds of time off our laps. I am sure
he did it, but I was having so much fun being in the right
seat and watching him drive that the final results didn’t
matter much. The best part was the huge grin on his face
when he got out of Betty. We chatted for a few more minutes
afterward, and he passed along that it was the most fun
car he drove all day. Betty will never be the fastest, but she
makes everyone smile. James is a great guy; I really enjoyed
the time with him. Day 1 complete.

Saturday (and part of the day Sunday) – RAIN!!!!! If
you haven’t been to the track before, one of the best things
that can happen if you want to improve your driving
is for the track surface to get a little rain. This makes you
slow down and really pay attention to being smooth with
the car. Notice I said a little rain. Well, we got basically a
monsoon for about five hours on Saturday. The track stayed
open, the street tires went on, and both Dad and I did our
best to go swimming at NCM. The water was so deep in
sections that if my students let another car pass, water would
actually shoot into the passenger side window. Yep, that’s
right, windows down on track, rain or shine. We closed the
windows on Betty late Saturday afternoon and the windows
fogged right up; it was like a CROCKPOT in there!
Thankfully we had the Chevy to get back to the hotel. It
may seem strange, but this had to be both one of the most
fun and miserable days of all the track events I have done.
Looking back, it was totally worth it, and I know it improved
my driving in the few dry sessions we got on Sunday.
These are treasured adventures with my Dad, my friends
(Team Monkey), and all the new friends I meet while at these
events. I feel pretty lucky to have these special weekends
with him. Rain or not, NCM, I’m coming back, and I
can’t wait. ■
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I’m sometimes surprised by the fact that I now own a collectible car, our 1972
2002tii. It didn’t start out that way. When I bought it in 1987, it was a cult car to
be sure, but mostly a nice old car. A little more than a used car. Over the years, it
has morphed into somewhat of a collectible car. Certainly not an M1, CSL or the
like. But a car that is desirable in some sense, to the extent that it appears to be
rising in value. Which is strange for my old car. I didn’t buy it to have a cool,
appreciating vintage ride. I bought it mostly because it was one of the best cars you
could buy when I was in college in the ‘80s. Here’s the journey.

Going from a used car
to a collectible car in
28 short years. Without
changing the car.
By Scott Aaron

The Blissful College Years

I bought the tii between my Junior and Senior years in college. It was pampered
at my parent’s St Charles, IL, home (when it was home), but at school in Oxford,
Ohio, it sat outside. All winter. I remember driving it back and forth between
Oxford and Chicago on breaks, and taking my girlfriend to Friendly’s Ice Cream in
Hamilton in it. Reece’s Pieces Sundaes were the reason for
the trips. Used to love driving it through Hueston Woods
park on nice fall days.

The Real World Strikes!
First Job out of College

My first job was in sales in Cleveland, Ohio. The job
included a company car, which is probably what
enabled me to keep the tii in those days when resources
were thin. Rather than park on the street, I rented a
garage across town, and went over to get it out when the
weather was nice. I took the car to John Tanis’ shop, and
he helped me get a decent respray for my budget, which
was meager at the time. We bought a lot of new sheetmetal
and trim for the car during that process, because it was
going NLA at that time. My wife and I bought our first house in Bay Village, and the car was then garaged at home,
and was subsequently driven a lot more frequently.
The car was still a cult car, but in these pre-internet
days, was still a car that very few people knew about or
understood. I prayed that Kugelfischer injection pump
wouldn’t go out on me.

The Move to Cincinnati

My wife got a great job offer in Cincinnati after Grad
School, so we moved down. I put as a house-picking
parameter that we get a two-car garage so I could garage
the tii. It lived in our rickety 1924 garage in Hyde Park,
a really nice area of Cincinnati. I drove the tii downtown
to my job on nice days. It got some good use, and Just
BMW took car of it mechanically. It didn’t require much
to keep it going. We took lots of nice drives along the
Ohio River on Route 50.

Jason Gipson

And Baby Makes Three

Then we had a baby, and that seems to have taken up a lot
of our time and focus. We loved being parents, and spent
all of our time on that. The tii was still driven, but not as
frequently, as our weekends now involved our kiddo, and
the tii at that time didn’t have seat belts for the back seat.
My wife and I decided that she would be a full-time Mom,
so our dual-income status changed.

Move to the ‘Burbs

We soon needed a little bit bigger home, so we made a
move up I-71 to one of the eastern suburbs, where the
tii could live in a spacious, modern garage. I put rear
seatbelts in once Sam (the kiddo) was old enough to ride
along. I would still drive it to work on nice days, and drive it on weekends during the spring, summer and fall. But I didn’t
focus on it a great deal when my son was younger. My wife and I had a lot of fun with Sam.
In 2008 I bought new wheels and tires for the tii, and began consciously improving the car. Some of the work was
undoing some deferred maintenance, some of it was actual improvements, and some of it was restoring bits and pieces that
were missing from back when I bought it. In 2008 I also joined the BMW2002faq forum, which in some ways rekindled my
passion for these cars, and further motivated me to work on the tii, and drive it more.
During this time, as the internet rose in popularity, and more online content revolving around old cars was created, the
tii became more broadly known and understood. BMW used the 02 in the initial 1 Series ads, and in BMW ads in the year
2002. A series of articles and mentions continued to fuel the buzz about the 2002s in general, and tiis in particular. A
few high-profile sales of very original round-tailight cars also began to be known. Even before the recession eased, values
began to rise. In the last few years I’ve raised
the insurance valuation of my car several times,
as it always seems I’m behind on the actual
replacement value.

Where We Are Today

When other enthusiasts see the car now, they
are more knowledgeable in general than people
who would see it in the ‘90s. They know the tii
is different, and often know some of the details. I
am still not used to the attention it can generate
at times. Strangers on Facebook PM me to see if
I will sell it to them. Guys at gas stations will try
to buy it. Twenty-somethings will approach me at
Cars and Coffee and ask me to pop the hood and
point out the injection pump.
Even on the 2002faq forum, there are far more posts that discuss value, selling prices, and what elements make a car
valuable. Very different than eight years ago, when the topics were about brake rotors and ignition coils.
With the Kid going to college in a few short years, it is hard to say what the future holds for us and the tii. The only
thing I’m pretty sure about is that the Kugelfischer will never stop working.
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COLUMBUS AREA NEWS
Disclaimer: Neither the Buckeye
Chapter nor BMW CCA, Inc. is
affiliated with BMW AG or BMW NA
or any other commercial enterprise.
The statements contained herein
are solely the words of the authors,
and no endorsement or guarantee of
fitness is implied by their publication.
Some modifications described herein
may void your warranty, or violate State
or Federal laws for street applications.
If in doubt about any repair or
modification, consult your dealer or
other expert before undertaking it.
All articles are the opinion of the
authors, and modifications outlined
herein might void warranties, anger
the neighbors or invoke plagues of
locusts. Some exclusions may apply,
your mileage may vary.

Mark Borror, Columbus Area Governor
First, I want to start the Columbus Area report
off by congratulating George Saylor on his
appointment to president of the BMW CCA
Buckeye Chapter! For many years, he has been
a consistent presence within the chapter, and I
look forward to working under his guidance.
As you have probably guessed, it’s with great
pleasure that I have taken on the role as
Governor for the Columbus area. I had no
idea, after my first Chapter night in January,
that I would be accepting the responsibility of
Governor after attending only four monthly
meetings!
My involvement with the Chapter has
been exciting from day one. It started with my
neighbor, Mike Laci, asking me if I wanted to
join a Chapter meeting with him, after noticing
my BMWs in the garage (1998 528, 2001 Z3M
and my wife’s 2006 X3). It’s not like I have
garage queens waiting to be driven – I like the

higher mileage cars so that I can get under the
hood and work on them. Mike was active with
a chapter in Cleveland, and after moving to
Columbus he wanted to check out the chapter
here. We looked at each other and said, “Let’s
do it!” My first thought was – what is a car
club all about, and who attends the meetings?
Our first meeting was in the dead of winter;
tough to start a conversation by saying “Nice
BMW” when it’s covered in snow. George was
the first to speak with us when we arrived, and
it turned out he drives the same model of car I
do. We immediately started talking about how
easily the cup holders break. That conversation
helped ease me into the meeting and get to
know more people. The next member I met
was Gary. Before I knew it, I was talking with
a guy who had a feature story written in the
Roundel magazine. An engineer his whole life,
I was able to discuss certain mechanics of my
car that weren’t available in BMW forums or
from hours of surfing YouTube. I ended the
night feeling really excited to be a part of a
great organization.
So, when is the best time to join the BMW
CCA? Right now! The weather is breaking, and
the group is excited to get their cars out of the
garage, pop the hoods and rev up the engines.
We have a lot of new ideas for upcoming
meetings, so I hope to see you every third
Wednesday of the month as we finalize
summer plans. We will continue meeting at
the Hofbrauhaus in Grandview Yard, 6:30
pm. I will send a reminder email to the group
before each meeting. For anyone new to the
chapter, I hope you will come out and
introduce yourself - an easy conversation ice
breaker would be, “Nice BMW”. ■

DAYTON AREA NEWS

Nick Schumacher, Dayton Area Governor
Hello, fellow Buckeyes! The sunny, warm
weather has been beckoning our Dayton area
members to bring out their BMWs and enjoy
the great outdoors. This May we have been
spending as much time outside as possible. We
had our annual highway cleanup community
service event in Beavercreek, and worked up

an appetite for the Buckeye Chapter Spring
Kick-off Party later that afternoon. The party
was hosted by the ever-generous Dohn and
Marsha Roush. It was great to enjoy the
sunshine, chat with our members, and look at
a few cars. We had a good variety of cars in
attendance, including a pristine E30 M3,
Mark’s red 850i, Mike’s classic BMW 2002,
and even a Volvo. The food was excellent, too!
Those Killer Brownies from Dorothy Lane
Market sure are named appropriately. We have
had plenty of other events to attend as well.
Some of us recently had fun at the BMW and
Ferrari Club Drive through northern Kentucky,
and Merrill Lynch hosted a shine-and-show at
Austin Landing that catered to BMW owners
at the end of May.
This summer we will be setting up a
table to promote the Buckeye Chapter at the
Germanfest Picnic in Dayton. This festival is
held every year, and features continuous live
music, authentic German food, activities for
kids, a Biergarten and Weingarten, raffles,
and plenty of vendors and merchants. It is
the weekend of August 14-16th, at Carillon
Historical Park. Here’s a link for more info:
http://daytongermanclub.org/?q=german-picnic
We would like to have a presence at the
Germanfest Picnic because it is a Dayton
Original Event, and it is a great way to stand
behind the German heritage of the BMW
marque. We are looking for volunteers to hand
out information about the BMWCCA. Why
should you do this? Because it will be a neat
cultural experience and an opportunity to see
some of your fellow Buckeyes, maybe sign up
some new members, eat some bratwurst, and
drink some Riegele beer. Please contact me if
you can pitch in.
Earlier in March, our monthly meeting
was held at Carillon Brewing Company, and
we had an outstanding turnout. It was great to
see some new faces, enjoy historically-brewed
premium ales and hearty fare, and check out
some different BMWs in the parking lot.
Our April meeting was at Brixx Ice
Company, downtown across from the Dayton
Dragon’s Fifth Third Field. Brixx is our “home

base” for meetings on the fourth Tuesday of
the month.
In May we took a trip outside of town
and met at The Pub, which is at The Greene.
We have some other special meeting locations
lined up for later this year, so keep your eye
on the Buckeye Chapter calendar for the latest
information. You can request to be part of the
Buckeye Chapter of the BMWCCA on Facebook.
Alternately, subscribe to the Dayton Area
mailing list to get updates on meetings and
events. Just e-mail Mark or me and ask to be
added to the mailing list. See you at a meeting. ■

TOLEDO AREA NEWS

Phil Ross, Toledo Area Governor
Yes, I’m back home, after missing most of the
wintry weather in NW Ohio. I’ve been thinking
of ways to increase your BMW experience.
The Toledo Area of the Buckeye Chapter
has about 100 members in the vicinity. I live
on the southern fringe of the area, in Findlay. I
have email addresses of about 20 members to
whom I occasionally send/forward pertinent
info about club-related news and activities. If
you would like to be included, just let me know.
Because attendance at local meetings is
sparse, I’ve been getting my “BMW fix” by
attending events organized by other areas,
the Buckeye Chapter as a whole, and national
BMW events. Of course there’s the Roundel
monthly magazine and this fine Driving Light
quarterly newsletter to read. We live close to
the Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course, near
Lexington, OH, which hosts many club events
in addition to national races. Entry to the track
for club events is usually free for spectators
who just want to soak up the ambience, smell
the aromas, and chat with others.
Our local monthly meeting is at Tekela,
in Perrysburg, on the second Tuesday of the
month during Happy Hour.
So my point is, if you aren’t getting what
you want from the club, let me know with a
call, an email, or a text, and I’ll be glad to talk
with you. In the meantime, keep your eyes and
ears open for summer activities that appeal to
you and fit your busy schedule. ■

Buckeye Chapter Officers
President
George Saylor
gsaylor@columbus.rr.com
Vice President
Scott Scharadin
sscharadin@yahoo.com
Treasurer
Tanya Carter
tdcsys0@gmail.com
Driving Events
Chief Instructor
John Lochner
L8apexer@woh.rr.com
Coordinator
Lance White
lwhite@dcs.ms
Newsletter
Dohn Roush
dm3roush@earthlink.net
Cincinnati Area
Governor
Mark Jeanmougin
markjx@gmail.com
Vice Governor
Mike Trevor
miketrevor1@gmail.com
Columbus Area
Governor
Mark Borror
cmborror@msn.com
Vice Governor
Charlie Grafton
charlie.grafton@gmail.com
Dayton Area
Governor
Nick Schumacher
nschumacher.1@gmail.com
Vice Governor
Mark Morris
bmwcca@morrises.com
Toledo Area
Governor
Phil Ross
rossviiiv@aol.com
Vice Governor
Jim Troknya
jctroknya@hotmail.com
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GIRLS GONE

DRIVING

The BMW Car Club of America (CCA) Foundation
will hold its inaugural Classics at the Biltmore event on
Saturday, June 27 at George Vanderbilt’s 250-room Biltmore Estate
in Asheville, North Carolina.
By invitation, 50 exceptional classic cars will be presented and
available for public viewing on the lawn of the Biltmore Estate.
Proceeds from the Classics at the Biltmore will benefit the Street
Survival ® teen driver safety program, an initiative of the
BMW CCA Foundation which teaches teens how to survive
their most dangerous years on the road.
Street Survival is built upon the premise that safe driving is learned
by doing.

Registration through Motorsportreg.com

msreg.com/classics

ADRENALIN brings the exciting and successful BMW

touring car story to the big screen. 50 years of a spectacular
sport played out at race circuits around the world. Charismatic
drivers and evocative
racing cars from five
decades plot the growth
of the sport and the
technology. From the
drifting touring cars of
the 60’s to the first
victory of the BMW M4 in the highly sophisticated new DTM.
The legends behind the wheel tell their exciting stories and
bring the golden era of touring car racing alive again.
Now in stock at the BMW CCA Foundation store
(www.bmwccafoundationstore.com) and ready to ship!
This is the U.S. NTSC DVD version.
See the movie trailer here: http://j.mp/AdrenalinBMWCCAFnd

by
Nicky Schardt

Everything I learned about life had to do with racing…
What kind of doublespeak am I babbling about now? Has
my noggin experienced too many G’s at the Glen? Perhaps
I should blame my mother? Nope, none of the above, but
what I DO know is that I may have finally mastered some
Universal Truths about life, in no particular order:
• Support and acceptance from your (BMW CCA)
		 group is important; we all want to “belong.”
			 If complete strangers can’t accept you, you’re in the 		
			 wrong group.
• The expertise of the group makes me a better person.
			 I can learn things I never knew I needed to know.
• Connections outside of the group are uncanny.
			 You never know what so-in-so knows that you want/		
			 need to know.
• Vulnerable moments, like learning something new, can
		 be a really good thing.
		 No one will ever consider you a loser if you’re learning
			 something outside your comfort level.
• You really ARE in control, but be open-minded.
		 Being out of control isn’t really all that bad
			 (see Vulnerable…)
• You always get more in return when you give, but give
		 generously in the first place.
			 How else are you going to grow?
• When you break the fear down, it can’t hurt you.
			 It’s just a stupid list of self-imposed perceptions.
So what does any of this have to do with racing?
As some of you know, I was a late 20-something when I
attended my first HPDE by myself. I had never been to a
race track before, although my family did watch Indy car
on Wild World of Sports. My mechanic suggested I attend
a school to “understand what my car could do,” and I
was hooked.
I am no longer 20-something, however enough time
has passed to realize that the reason I LOVE racing isn’t
just because of the racing part. Granted, I truly think that
racing is amazing, however, there are so many other lessons
I’ve learned that I can’t say that speed is the only outcome
of the passion.
Support: For the first 10 years of participating in
HPDEs I went by myself. Why? Because my very first

HPDE, Buckeye’s annual Pumpkin event, I met the most
fantastic people. My instructor, Becky Lochner, was, as far
as I was concerned, a goddess. The Chief Instructor and his
wife, Jeff and Elizabeth Lutes, were very welcoming, and
many others, including Buddy Dornette, helped me prep
my car when I had no idea what I was doing.
Throughout the years I can’t thank all the people who
helped me change brakes for the first time, rotate tires,
check for odd sounds, etc., but they all helped, because
that’s the type of organization the BMW CCA is at the
very core.
Expertise: Many of the aforementioned supporters
were also the ones who knew how to do/fix just about
anything. The first time I showed up with my used set of
Forgelines, a tech had put the cover plate on but didn’t
give me the special tool to get the plate off again, making it
impossible to torque my lug nuts. To my rescue came Dr.
John Lochner, mild-mannered orthopedic surgeon during
the day, chief instructor on the weekends, who made a call
to my now-husband and fixed my wheel conundrum in no
time. Pro-driver James Clay, of Bimmerworld, and another
surgeon friend, repaired my front-left wheel bearing in the
rain at Watkins Glen while I held the umbrella. Although
I bloodied every knuckle, our patriarchs, Bob Habel and
Safet Hatic, taught me to change BMW brakes in the gravel
at VIR for the first time, and now I can do it in my sleep.
These people all gave their time and energy freely so I could
have a good time; what a true gift it was.
Connections: That same John Lochner is also my
orthopedic go-to guy, and James now races on Forgelines
because I had met him before I met my hubby, and was
friends with another friend who knew all of us (yaddah,
yaddah, yaddah). Another long-standing member of the
Buckeye chapter, Buddy Dornette, was my mortgage guy,
and my best friend Marcia helped me get a temporary
kitchen design gig while I was between jobs. There are
far too many connections to list, but I wouldn’t have any
without the organization as the baseline for it all. I wouldn’t
be where I am in my career, my health, or my home life
without these people.
Vulnerability: This was probably the hardest of all
Truths for me to realize. Stereotypically one might expect a
woman to fail at high-speed driving, and they are right,
except there are just as many men, and probably more,
who fail as well. I’m far too competitive to fail, although I
didn’t have enough expertise yet to master the art of driving
initially, so I just inched ahead as much as I could muster

or afford. Asking for help, reading up on the subject of
driving, asking for a mentor, and going to hear speakers on
the topic all made me better informed, but it also helped
me accept the fact that sometimes it’s hard to improve my
suck-o-meter score without coming clean and allowing
intervention.
Control: Although Google is trying to make a case for
this otherwise, cars don’t drive themselves. An instructor
helping me achieve my instructing credentials reminded
me once that turn eight at Mid-Ohio will never significantly
change, so it was up to me to change something in my
technique. I really had to control the multi-pound vehicle
and not let circumstances or excuses guide my line. That
said, sometimes you have to take a well-educated risk here
or there to understand your limits. Although you may say,
no harm no foul, making well thought through decisions
has helped me control most situations I’ve encountered
in life.
More: You’re probably starting to see a trend here as I
get to the bottom of the list – there are lots of people who
want to help without imposing their own agenda or
influencing a particular outcome. Granted, everyone in the
racing/HPDE community shares a similar passion, but part
of that passion is giving back. The level and types of giving
varies person-to-person, but suffice it to say, the individuals
within the BMW CCA would literally offer the coat off their
back, spend their own time and money volunteering for
Street Survival, help a buddy fix a broken whatever, or just
be a kind face in crowded world. Either way, these people
are fine examples of doing the right thing, and the feeling
is infectious.
Fear: Ok, so going 140+ mph uphill at Watkins Glen
or VIR can be a little scary the first time. Some people want
more, some want to get out of the car ASAP. Some people
never get in the car in the first place, because they are too
afraid they may crash. While the possibility of a crash
exists, the probability of a new student crashing with an
instructor in the car who has been through stringent
training and has logged many miles on track is so slight that
it rarely happens. You will not ruin your tires, your engine
will not blow up, and your ego will not be bruised, because
we’ve all been there. As the fear breaks down into digestible
truths, the fear becomes powerless. I know people who
drive on the highway faster than they will on the track,
so why is the track so much worse? Come out and see for
yourself. Yes, I drive like a girl, because I am a girl, but this
girl can kick butt, and so can you! ■
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